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The Event

SARSEF 2022

The Southern Arizona Regional Science and Engineering Fair 
(SARSEF) is an annual event with Pre-K to 12th grade students 
from across Southern Arizona.
Approximately 2000 projects compete at the SARSEF Regional 
Fair, and over $100 000 in prizes, trips, and scholarships are 
awarded, thanks to community support.
Top high school students move on to international levels of 
competition.
The 2022 event was held at Reid Park in Tucson, Arizona on 
Saturday, 5 March 2022.
Normally, the fair is held indoors at the Tucson Convention 
Center, but due to COVID safety precautions, it was held 
outdoors this year
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The Booth

SARSEF 2022

Items from NIST
“The SI Measurement System” handouts,
“The Guardians of the SI” action cards and stickers,
NIST Metric Conversion Cards.
Items from USMA
1 L square paper fold out cubes
250 mm plastic rulers.
A very nice Stabila 2 m folding ruler
Self provided
NIST Metric program kids form to fill out with weight, height, temperature
USMA banner
Kitchen scale set in kg
Mass set (1 × 1 g, 1 × 2 g, 1 × 5 g, 2 × 10 g, 3 × 20 g, 1 × 50 g, 2 × 100 g, 2 × 
200 g, 1 × 500 g)
1 1 L square cube filled with 1000 1 cm³ cubes, each weighing 1 gram
1 wooden meter stick
Garden thermometer with Fahrenheit covered;
Bathroom scale set to kilograms
Evian 500 mL and 1 L water bottles
Digital caliper set to millimeters
Vertical banners
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Handouts

SARSEF 2022

SP 304A – SI Measurement System Chart
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Handouts

SARSEF 2022

League of SI Superheroes Action Cards 
and Stickers
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Handouts

SARSEF 2022

Plastic 25 mm rulers, 1 L paper cubes
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Activities

SARSEF 2022

Height

A Stabila 2 meter folding measurement stick 
was lashed to one of the ramada poles
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Activities

SARSEF 2022

Weight

A digital bathroom scale set to kilograms was 
placed on an aluminum plate to provide a 
stable base on the grass

An old fashioned analog kilogram scale might 
be better if available – the scale kept getting 
confused and resetting 
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Activities

SARSEF 2022

Volume

A 10 cm on a side cube filled with 1000 
1 cm³ cubes was used to explain the 
concept of the volume

Each 1 cm³ cube is 1 mL
1000  1 cm³ cubes is 1 liter

The cube was weighed on a kitchen scale 
and compared to the weight of the 1 L 
bottle of water
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Activities

SARSEF 2022

Measurement of Masses and volumes of 
water using kitchen scale

500 mL
1 L

found Evian (from France) closer to true
1 L (1 kg) than local store brand – Store 
brand slightly underfilled 
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Activities

SARSEF 2022

Temperature

A large garden thermometer with the 
Fahrenheit scale covered
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Activities

SARSEF 2022

Vertical Banners
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Getting SI 
teaching 
materials into 
the classroom

Tucson USMA Outreach to Local Teachers

The largest group of people working to promote 
the use of the metric system in the United States 
are elementary and middle school teachers
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Getting SI units 
onto school 
marquees

Tucson USMA Outreach to Local Teachers
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Requesting 
Governors’ 
Proclamations

Metric Week
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Metric Week
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Henry Knoepfle

Henry Knoepfle is an electrical engineer for a Tucson Arizona aerospace 

company.  His elementary school years coincided with the Ford and 

Carter Administrations, when the United States was “no kidding” going 

metric.  Consequently, he was never taught US Customary units anytime 

during his elementary, junior high, or high school years.  Concurrently, 

Henry lived in Rio Rico Arizona, 12 km north of the US-Mexico border 

along Interstate 19, then under construction.  I-19 was and is the only 

Interstate in the United States to be signed in metric.  This has always 

been a point of pride, and seeing non metric signs along a newly 

constructed portion of the I-19–I-10 interchange is what motivated 

Henry to join the US Metric Association in 2021. 


